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Niimbot H1S wireless label printer
Organize your daily life with Niimbot's heat-sensitive label printer. The H1S offers many creative features that will make organizing never
boring again! The product works with iOS and Android operating systems, allowing you to print labels and design right from your phone! 
 
Creative labels
Express  yourself,  experiment  and  have  fun  designing  beautiful  labels!  Niimbot  printer  offers  more  than  1,500  icons  and  nearly  100
different frames to create beautiful labels for gifts, notebooks, or jars of preserves. The application in which you design offers multiple
languages. The H1S supports continuous and dotted label paper, giving you unlimited freedom to create and personalize your prints.
 
Choose your favorite roll
The H1S supports not only discontinuous paper, but also continuous paper, providing you with the ability to print long texts as well. The
printer's  paper  is  distinguished by  its  high  durability,  being  waterproof  and resistant  to  oil  and  scratches,  so  you don't  have to  worry
about being harmed by moisture or dirt. The paper is also environmentally friendly and safe to use, so you can also label food or your
children's notebooks without worry!
 
Heat-sensitive printing
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Niimbot H1S is a unique accessory with which you can print the kind of label you need in no time. It uses the thermo-sensitive printing
method, allowing you to forget about the need to replace and refill  ink, providing exceptional convenience. The print resolution is 203
dpi, which guarantees clear, aesthetically pleasing labels with simple graphics, or text.
 
Wireless and rugged
The printer works with the device of your choice via Bluetooth, giving you full  freedom when designing. It is equipped with a powerful
1000 mAh battery, so you can forget about frequent charging. You'll  be able to replenish the printer's energy in just about 2-3 hours,
using the USB-C cable you'll find in the package.
 
In the set
H1S label printer
Label roll x1
USB-C cable
User manual
	Manufacturer
	Niimbot
	Model
	H1S
	Dimensions
	106 x 40 x 69 mm
	Weight
	166 g
	Label printing type
	Intermittent/ continuous/ transparent paper
	Battery capacity
	1000 mAh
	Charging time
	2-3 h
	Charging interface
	USB-C
	Printing method
	Heat-sensitive printing
	Print resolution
	203dpi
	Effective print width
	12mm
	Label width
	8-15 mm
	Wireless connection
	Bluetooth

Preço:

Antes: € 53.0007

Agora: € 46.00
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Escritório, Others
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